Why is the International
Baccalaureate Di ploma
Program( DP) Nefert ari's
NEW Daw n?

A New Dawn in
Nefertari

Studies find that IB programs
have a positive impact on
student
preparedness
for
college, career and civic life.

IB Education

IB graduates are:
 More likely to persist through College
 Prepared for college course-work
 Demonstrate civic knowledge and skills

Thus, IB prepares students from
around the World to attend top
Universities
But do you know… How IB DP
Programimpactsstudents in the
long run? This is attained
through:
 Academic and Career trajectories
 The
development
of
international
mindedness and critical thinking , analytical
and writing skills
 Positive dispositions towards lifelong
learning

THAT IS WHY NEFERTARI
CHOOSES TO BECOME AN IB
WORLD SCHOOL AS STRIVING
FOR EXCELLENCE IS OUR
MOTTO

IB Learner Profile

IB in Nefertari is our new
Magic Wand Where the
Power of Education Plays
Wonders!

Visit us to know more about
Pre-IB in Nefertari and our
journey towards the
International Baccalaureate
Diploma Programme
Nefertari International Schools

22 Cairo Ismailia Desert Road
Nefertari Street
11341 Cairo
Egypt

www.niscl.com

Nefertari International Schools

Tel:+ 20168 422237

Does not your Child deserve an IB Education?
For More information please visit www. Ibo.org

International
Baccalaureate
A commitment to
academic excellence

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma
Program is a rigorous pre-university program
leading to assessment in six major subject areas.
The IB offers challenging curriculum noted for its
depth and its international perspective. The twoyear IB Diploma provides a coherent and
demanding educational experience across the full
curriculum. Beyond the exposure to college level
course work and examinations, IB students also
engage in community service, individual research,
and an inquiry into the nature of knowledge.

WHAT ABOUT THE CORE SUBJECTS?
THINKING GLOBALLY AND ACTING
LOCALLY IS THE MAGIC FORMULA THESE
THREE FASCINATING CORE SUBJECTS
OFFER IB STUDENTS
1. Theory of knowledge (TOK): isthe signature
course that centers on critical thinking and inquiry
into the process of knowing; research shows that
DP students are more confident in their ability to use
critical thinking skills, and that they envision their
future educational success more positively.
2. Creativity,Activity, Service (CAS): Also, research
shows that CAS leads to a civic minded citizen who
has a high sense of identity, has a sense of
responsibility and attachment to that community,
and takes actions as an individual on behalf of the
community.

3. Extended Essay (EE): is a requirement to
engage in an independent through an in-depth
study of a question relating to one of the six
subjects the students are studying. Research
demonstrates that EE develops in students the
skills in





IB Diploma students takeone subject from
each of the sixsubject areas illustrated on
the Shape above. This course selection
results in a balanced arts and sciences
curriculum.

Formulating an appropriate research question
Engage in a personal exploration of the topic
Communicating ideas
Developing and argument

Definitely participating in such a process
develops the capacity to analyze, synthesize
and evaluate knowledge.

These three Core Subjects are unique to
IB and leads to unique students who are
ready to conquer a world of diversity,
speedy development and millions of
new ideas in an ongoing changing
world.

WHAT DOES AN IB STUDENT
EXPERIENCEAND
ULTIMATELY POSSESS?







Not afraid to take risks
Time for reflection & self-awareness
Resolves conflicts
Appreciation for cultures
Global partnerships
New pathways to career success

What do our Pre-IB Pioneers say about
their experience in Nefertari's new dawn?
Danasays, “I have learned that I am strong, selfconfident, and that communicating with strangers
is not that difficult.”
Tryvinasays “Ienjoy being responsible; before I had
a feeling of fear and shyness but now I have
overcome that fear. What I learn reflects a lot in
my lifeas my communication skills have changed
greatly and I have become more confident in my
abilities.
Wafiksays; "The thing I admire the most is, that I
actually have the ability to express what I want to
say! The IB program is centered about what I want
to say, not what my mentor wants me to! “
Yehiasays: Pre-IB changed my life 180 degrees in
the wayI think and act; before I used to believe
THAT EDUCATION DOESN’T CONNECT TO
REALITY but IB is different as it teaches you how
to think for your whole life “
Anansays,“IB changed my life; it gives me good
skills like time management and team work. All
what I have learned is due to themotivation my
teachers give me. It’s a lifelong experience that I
am sure it would help in shaping my career.”
Youssefsays,” One of the most important things
that I like about IB is that it teaches me how to use
what is needed in real life, which makes it a unique
system. Moreover, it helps me to gain life skills
such
as;
planning,
communication,
time
management, organizing events and team work.”

